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INTRODUCTION
Post-harvest inefficiencies significantly reduce the
commercial viability of supply chains that source produce
from smallholders, impacting on profitability for both the
farmers and off-takers. Food losses are especially critical in
Africa, since 80 per cent of farms in sub-Saharan Africa are
run by smallholders. In some countries, these small farms
contribute up to 90 per cent of the food production.
Typically, both buyers and farmers view these losses as
simply a “cost of doing business”. However, they often do
not realise the extent of the loss or fully understand how this
affects the profitability of their business.

This brief explores how market actors can overcome
post-harvest inefficiencies, creating a win-win situation for
everyone in the system, boosting income for smallholder
farmers by decreasing food loss, ensuring more sustainable
sourcing for buyers and a more efficient supply chain.
The paper borrows extensively from the research and
experience of the Rockefeller Foundation and its partners
who, through the YieldWise programme, are pioneering
scalable solutions to reduce post-harvest losses in
smallholder value chains.

HOW DO POST-HARVEST INEFFICIENCIES REDUCE PROFITABILITY FOR
SMALLHOLDERS AND COMPANIES?
Twenty per cent of staple foods in sub-Saharan Africa
are lost before they reach the market. This figure rises to
approximately 40 to 50 per cent for fruit, vegetables and
tubers. For Africa’s 470 million smallholder farmers, this loss
represents a wasted investment: wasted time spent tending
the crop, wasted water and fertilizer used to grow it, and
wasted resources used to transport the crop to market.
The situation is particularly acute in sub-Saharan Africa
where more than 30 per cent of food produced for human
consumption is lost. This amount far exceeds the volume
of food aid provided to the region each year. With 70 per
cent of people in the region deriving their livelihood from
agriculture, the cost of this post-harvest loss is estimated at
US$4 billion per year.

Post-harvest loss directly affects the bottom line for
companies. When smallholders have fewer goods to take
to market, off-takers lose procurement efficiency which leads to
higher sourcing costs. For example, for Coca-Cola
to drive profitability at its Africa operations, it needs to buy
large amounts of mangoes at globally competitive prices.
But approximately 60 per cent of production is lost in the
post-harvest supply chain. As these losses drive up sourcing
costs for Coca-Cola, the company finds it is often cheaper
to buy mango purée from India rather than source the fruit
locally in Kenya. In addition, the delivery of poor quality
crops to off-takers leads to higher losses at the factory level.
In the YieldWise initiative for instance, a local Kenyan
processor said that mango waste at factory level had
decreased significantly after farmers were made aware of
the quality of fruit that buyers required. This minimised the
cost of doing business for the off-taker.
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WHAT INTERVENTIONS CAN OVERCOME POST-HARVEST
INEFFICIENCIES?
Crop losses occur at various points along the agricultural
supply chain, from processing to storage and distribution.
Therefore to effectively address the problem, solutions need
to span the entire chain. Smallholders and other market actors
need to gain knowledge of and access to handling, processing
and storage technologies, as well as the capital needed to make
new investments and address procurement constraints.
Furthermore, only market-led solutions offer the scalability
required for system change along the supply chain. Past
interventions directed at reducing food loss in rural supply
chains have largely failed because they focused on only one
point in the chain. They did not provide solutions that
addressed problems along the entire system from farmer to
buyer.
YieldWise analysed where the crop losses occurred, and
concluded that the following components were central to
optimising supply chains: market linkages, farmer training and
aggregation, finance, and use of technologies. They are
described in more detail below.
1. Linking smallholder farmers to anchor buyers: Having
off-taker agreements with buyers can mitigate some of the
uncertainty for farmers, assuring them of a set price for their
goods. For example, YieldWise works with key anchor firms
including Coca-Cola, WFP, and Dangote Group. In Kenya,
Tanzania and Nigeria, these companies experience significant
losses in their food crop supply chains, so they have a strong
commercial incentive to invest in solutions. But having an
assured market is not enough. In Kenya, for example (see case
study below), there were greater losses when Coca-Cola first
became the anchor buyer because farmers knew they could
sell their fruit and so increased production. It was only when
farm level practices improved, which included improvements in
aggregation as well as links to market, that post-harvest losses
decreased.
2. Linking farmers to a diversity of buyers: It is important
to provide smallholders with a variety of markets so they can
manage any excess supply. In the mango case below,
alternative local buyers have been identified as supermarkets,
local processors, restaurants, hotels, and grocers. Access to
additional markets can minimise price volatility which is a
disincentive for farmers to invest in post-harvest technologies
and practices. In addition, selling for example to a local
supermarket which may have less stringent quality
requirements, can be a stepping stone for farmers as the build
capacity to adopt the more rigorous standards required by
larger or export buyers. For instance, agricultural products need
to meet strict quality standards, including for size, colour and
pesticide use, to be allowed into European markets.
3. Aggregating farmers: Farmers need to acquire
postharvest management skills, to be aware of and adopt new
technologies, and have the ability to aggregate their crops to
meet buyer requirements. But not all farmers have the
capacity to do this. In the mango case study, for example, it
was found that farmers needed additional capacity to sell
directly to buyers. TechnoServe addressed this by

organising them into groups and strengthening existing farmer
organisations to enable them to aggregate adequate quality and
quantity of goods. This raises the question of how best private or public sector actors can structure training and capacity
building for it to be sustainable and scalable. Critical here is
how to develop cost-efficient, effective training models that can
be introduced into private sector supply chains. One such model
could be to use videos to train farmers. Another could be to use
traders, who play an important linkage and aggregation role,
incentivising them by increasing volumes sold and their profit
margins. New technologies such as smartphones could be used
to digitize the supply chain, helping buyers to manage it while
building stronger relationships with farmers, and without having
to make costly investments in direct outgrower relationships.
4. Innovative finance: Finance is essential for maintaining
the flow of goods through the supply chain. Financial products
are needed to assist market actors at each stage, including
lease financing for smallholders or aggregators, and working
capital loan products for farmers, aggregators and processors.
For instance, ensuring prompt payment to smallholders is
critical for building trust between farmers and off-takers. This
means that the capital needs of buyers need to be met to
ensure quick pick-up, storage, processing, and payment for
crops. Smaller off-takers may struggle to access the working
capital to pay farmers immediately. A company like Sunny
Processors in Kenya says that access to affordable financing
is crucial, not only for farmers who want to boost production
through better inputs and agricultural practices, but also for
them. The high cost of financing can make companies less
competitive with imported products. However, not every market
actor in the supply chain will need financing and needs vary
from crop to crop. This means financial providers need to be
innovative and adapt their products accordingly.
5. Loss-reducing technologies: Promoting the adoption
of appropriate technologies can improve crop handling,
storage, and processing. For example, the use of maize or
cassava dryers can reduce losses on the farm and during
transportation for further processing. Using hermetic bags
or silos on the farm can minimise losses from pests. Edipeel
is an organic solution that provides an ultra-thin barrier that
protects the surface of fruit, reducing the oxidation and water
loss that causes produce to shrivel and lose flavour. Cold
storage can be a challenge at the farm level and at collection
centres. However, new technologies such as Wakati units
increase the shelf life of fruit and vegetables by up to 21 days
without having to put them in cold storage. Proper storage
during transportation is also critical. In the mango example
below, YieldWise promotes the use of crates for better handling
during transportation to retail market channels. Technologies
will vary according to the crop and will need to be developed for
different points along the supply chain. However, some
technologies can be used across product chains, like the crates
designed for mangoes which can be used for any other tree
fruit or fruity vegetable. (See the table above for examples of
technologies that can be used to decrease crop losses at
various points along the supply chain).
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Source: Monitor Deloitte analysis

Table 1: Post-harvest loss solutions

HOW CAN SUPPLY CHAIN ACTORS COLLABORATE TO IMPROVE
POST-HARVEST PROFITS?
As indicated above, it is important that constraints across the
system are addressed in order to guarantee the efficient
procurement of goods for off-takers. Isolated interventions are
unlikely to achieve the tipping point of commercial sustainability. Support services that function efficiently and well connected
market actors are critical for the effective transfer of crops from
producers and agro-processors to consumers. The following
types of actors all have roles to play.

Alternative local buyers help to fill demand and can assist
farmers in meeting less rigorous local quality requirements,
especially if goods are designated for the local market.

Core supply chain actors
Large anchor buyers signal demand by making
commitments and arranging contracts with their suppliers
(local processors) to purchase specified quantities of
smallholder farmers’ products.

Existing aggregation and procurement centres are used,
or new centres are established, where farmers come to
aggregate crops and sell to traders and consolidators.

Smallholder farmers produce the required quality and
quantity of goods, while adopting post-harvest loss-reducing
practices and technologies to minimise loss at the farm
level.
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Service providers:
Implementing partner NGOs, aggregate and train
smallholder farmers on how to reduce on-farm crop losses and
meet market standards for quality and quantity. Agro-dealers
develop channels for distributing post-harvest technologies to
smallholder farmers. Individual farmers might not need to
purchase or own these technologies. It may be more efficient
for farmer organisations or other actors in the value chain to
use buyers’ crop orders as collateral to acquire loans, purchase
the technologies, and then lend or lease them to farmers.
Financial institutions provide loans to finance farmers’
acquisition of post-harvest technologies, using anchor buyers’
sourcing commitments as collateral. They also meet the
financial needs of other supply chain actors.
Transporters maintain quality as they move goods from
the farm gate or aggregation centres to market. This
can include using the proper containers to minimise

breakage or spoilage during transport (for instance with
eggs, mangoes or tomatoes), cold storage to guarantee
freshness and minimise ripeness (fruits, vegetables,
milk), or proper storage to safeguard low levels of
moisture for staple crops (cassava, maize).
Strong leadership is required to crowd-in, structure and
coordinate the market actors needed to make progress
on reducing food losses in a supply chain. On occasion,
a leading off-taker has enough commercial interest in
the supply chain to justify the investment of their time.
However, it is more likely that an independent, neutral
party needs to take on this coordination role using noncommercial funding in recognition of the public good
benefits. For the process to be sustainable, it is important
to include economic incentives for market actors.

With support from the Rockefeller Foundation, the YieldWise initiative facilitates this coordination in several value chains across
Africa. Figure 1 shows how YieldWise has worked with the Kenyan mango supply chain to link existing core market actors (in
blue) with new actors (in orange) in order to create efficiencies in the movement of mangos to off-takers.
Figure 1: YieldWise – Mango value chain in Kenya
YieldWise’s approach is to develop an initial demonstration phase of how these structured relationships work, and then move to
scale and sustainability. While it is yet to be determined what this looks like, the pr oject is exploring how to incentivize more
offtakers to integrate farmers into their supply chains, is establishing how technology or agricultural input providers can obtain the
financing and capacity to continue developing new technologies to minimise post-harvest losses, and has been engaging with
government to make positive changes in the enabling environment.
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CASE STUDY: YIELDWISE AND MANGOES IN KENYA
YieldWise is working with a range of stakeholders in the mango
value chain to enable farmers to access consistent and reliable
buyers for their products and to reduce postharvest food loss by
linking them to guaranteed buyers and storage solutions.
The key participants in the partnership are:
• Meru Greens Horticulture
a Kenya-based fruit and vegetable exporter.
• Sunny Processors
a Kenya-based processor of mango pulp.
• AGCO/GSI
a global leader in agricultural equipment.
• TechnoServe
a non-profit organization that develops business solutions
to poverty.
• The Coca Cola Company
the largest beverage company in the world, sourcing for
its African juice products.
• A local farmer business organisation
owned and operated by a group of aggregated farmers.
TechnoServe is working with Coca-Cola to identify where
losses occurs in the supply chain. It is also working directly
through Coca-Cola’s suppliers and processors to improve quality
control, helping the company to meet its supply needs and
driving demand down to the smallholder level. TechnoServe is
currently working with 20,000 smallholder mango farmers in
Kenya, of which 4,200 have been part of the initiative since the
pilot phase. They have approximately 339 farmer groups which
are using 20 physical aggregation centres distributed across
four regions. Some of the centres offer cooling services to
prolong shelf life and reduce heat-related losses. Most of these
centres are managed by the farmers but some are managed by
the buyers or off-takers.
A cold chain is a temperature-controlled supply chain or system
that helps to preserve and extend the shelf life of perishable
food, thereby stretching its marketable timeline. Through the
YieldWise project, AGCO’s global brand, GSI, is prototyping a
solar-powered cold storage shed for perishable produce that
will allow smallholder farmers to reduce postharvest loss and
improve market access. The project has enabled them to test
the efficacy of the shed and determine a market entry strategy.
The results are promising with the cold sheds delaying ripening
and enabling the fruit to stay fresh for up to three weeks in the
storage facility. This enables farmers within the catchment area
to store their harvest until they can confirm a buyer or aggregate produce from different farmers to attract buyers requiring
large volumes. This not only stops crop loss at the farmer level
and during transport, but one of the off-takers for YieldWise,
Meru Greens, says it has also decreased transportation costs
because farmers can now store more for longer and so do not
require trucks to collect produce as often.

not have the incentive to invest in processes to reduce
post-harvest losses. Without farmer demand, other
service providers, for instance technology providers or
financial institutions, are less willing to service the value
chain activities.
•

The sequencing of different components varies
depending on the crop. In the tomato supply chain,
YieldWise found the first important step was to develop
a formal relationship between the anchor buyer and the
aggregated smallholder farmers. After this, technology
and financing options were developed. This was not the
same in the mango supply chain.

•

The prioritisation of components differs from
product to product. For the mango supply chain,
smallholder farmers did not need financing to access
post-harvest loss technologies. Finance was however
needed for traders and aggregated farmer groups

•

Smallholder aggregation and buyer commitment
are two challenging components. Large buyers
prefer to source from well-functioning farmer
organisations, with aggregators meeting their
aggregation targets by working with established farmer
groups. This poses a challenge in scaling the model up to
farmer groups that may not have strong capacity.

•

Building trust is critical between farmers and
offtakers. However, price fluctuations between agreed
upon contract prices and prevailing market prices have
led to some smallholder side-selling. Price fluctuations
have resulted from weather conditions and government
policies (such as import or export bans), which are
largely out of the control of the off-taker. More flexible
contracts and MOUs can be effective in addressing
side-selling.

•

Finance is critical all along the supply chain.
Processors and exporters indicated that access to
affordable finance is crucial so they can take competitive
advantage of market opportunities and technologies.
Affordable financing can help companies meet their
working capital needs, access higher value markets (e.g.
organic or Global Gap certification), or test new
technologies (e.g. the development of affordable crates
for transporting mangoes).

The YieldWise initiative highlights key lessons on how to
work with market actors to decrease crop loss and improve
efficiencies in the procurement of goods.
•

Creating a structured relationship between buyers
and aggregated smallholder farmers is critical to
unlocking both finance and technology options at the
farmer level. Without an assured market, farmers do
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